Solar Power on Your BC Strata
Introduction
This document explains the options, costs, benefits and process for installing solar power on some types of strata
buildings in BC, based on my experience at Central Park Strata in Victoria, which installed a 14.7KW solar electric array
(60 panels) in 2015. The ‘Solar on a Strata’ blog series (www.bcsea.org/solar-on-strata) tells the longer story.
This is a dull reference document. Don’t try to read it at bedtime. It may have errors and does have bias. Don’t make any
firm decisions until you check your own sources. [There is a Table of Contents at the end]
Much of the info here is general, but it’s focused on apartment type buildings with flat roofs, because that’s what we
have, and there are hundreds of similar buildings that would work the same. If your building is different– private home,
sloped roof, isolated cabin, etc. - it could be a good candidate for solar, but I can’t cover all circumstances in one
document.
Solar Options
There are two commonly used, well understood ways to
collect free energy from the sun:




PhotoVoltaic (PV) systems turn sunlight into
electricity. Solar panels generate electricity, and a
control box feeds it into the building electrical
system.
Solar Thermal systems, also known as Solar Hot
Water (SHW) heat water. Solar panels or tubes
either directly heat water or another heat
transfer fluid. This heat is used to pre-warm water
before it goes into an existing natural gas hot
water boiler.

Although these systems are not yet common in BC, there are
millions of both types in use around the world. This
document focuses on PV, because that’s what we installed
on Central Park Strata. See Appendix F for more about
Solar Hot Water, and Appendix B for how PV works.

Ballasted PhotoVoltaic Panels on Central Park
Strata

Efficiency
The cheapest electricity is almost always ‘negawatts’ –
electricity you don’t use. Have a long conversation with
your electrician about whether there are ways to save it
in your building. BC Hydro’s excellent ‘My Hydro’
website shows the patterns of electricity use in your
building (hourly, daily, monthly) with graphs and easy
download into Excel. Look for changes in day/night use
between seasons to see how much is for exterior
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lighting. If you’re ambitious you can download weather information from Environment Canada and match up hourly
temperature records with the electricity use to see how much of it is going to heating. See Appendix E for more.
Solar Opportunity ?
The following factors made our strata suitable for solar power:




A large roof with no shade, and an easy route for service connections down the side of the building to the
electrical room.
Adequate roof strength to hold the panels.
Significant use of electricity in the elevators, hallways and common areas, and a high enough electricity rate.

How it pays back
The electricity coming out of a PV system reduces the amount of electricity you have to buy from BC
Hydro.
Financial
On a sunny day, the electric meter ‘runs backwards’ and power goes into the grid. BC Hydro calculates
the amounts each year and you only pay for the ‘net energy’ you use – this is called ‘net metering’.
Carbon
The BC Hydro grid is connected to the rest of North America. Electricity generated on your roof could
Pollution
reduce the use of coal to generate electricity somewhere else (e.g. Alberta)
Our owners felt this installation would add to the value of the building like any other improvement.
Building
It’s very difficult to quantify though.
Sun Exposure
Most four storey apartment type buildings in BC are in medium density areas where it’s unlikely a skyscraper will be
built next door to the south, so full sun can be assumed for decades. But any shade on the solar panels will reduce their
electrical output, so look for how often that could happen.
Finances
Central Park Strata paid for installation (capital cost) of a solar system from the Contingency Reserve Fund (CRF). A ¾
vote was required first – 75% of the owners present (in person or by proxy) at a General Meeting of the strata had to
approve the cost. We held our vote at our regular Annual General Meeting in February 2015.
It is up to the strata owners to decide how to cover this cost from the CRF. It could be paid by a special assessment (a
one-time payment assessed on each unit) or by increasing the monthly payments for a period of time, or if they believe
the fund is large enough they could just pay it out.
Our intention is to contribute extra money to the CRF, over and above what is recommended in the depreciation report,
to recover the money spent on this project over five years - $9,400 per year, which works out to about $10-$15 per
month per unit.
Government grants
As of mid-2015, there are no grants or subsidies available for solar systems in BC, but BC Hydro has simplified the
application process and electrical standards for net metering to make PV installations routine.
Solar systems are exempt from 7% Provincial Sales Tax (PST). They are subject to federal 5% GST.
System Cost
Stratas are at an enormous advantage over single family dwellings. A meaningful PV system for a house costs $5,000 $15,000, and must paid for up front or financed with a loan. We were able to install a larger system for under $1,000 per
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owner, and finance it with money already in our CRF. As one of our owners said, “It’s just a couple of lattes per month
for five years.”
Central Park got a good deal from our electrical contractor and his solar supplier, because they wanted to lead the way
with an example system – one of the larger PV systems in Victoria, the first voted in by a strata, and one of the first using
ballasted low-angle mounts rather than holes in the roof. They made it work with a total budget of $3.00 / watt plus
GST plus the electrical permit. The strata paid our structural engineer. We committed to the price just five days before
the Federal Government imposed huge import duties (from 9% to 286% !!) on imported solar panels from China, and our
supplier used panels already in the country.
But solar component prices continue their long-term reduction, and more companies are getting in the business, so this
year’s bargain may be next year’s regular price.
System Sizing
There are two factors here – how much will the owners want to spend, and how much power will it generate ? For our
building, I started with an arbitrary limit of $1,000 per suite.
Central Park’s large roof could collect a lot of energy – more than we use in the common area – but we sized the system
small enough that we can use all of the energy it collects.
Central Park chose a 60 panel, 14.7 kilowatt (14.7 kw) PV system, which should generate about 16,000 kilowatt hours of
electricity per year, about 1/3 as much electricity as we use in our common areas per year. See the warning re Net
Metering below.
Roof surface
Traditional solar panels are bolted to the roof. This involves installation of extra supports or ‘sleepers’ which must be
fastened with bolts or screws, and covered with roofing material. If done properly, these extra fasteners should not
cause problems. However, roof leaks in a multi-storey building are a nightmare because the damage can affect all floors,
and even small damage to a bit of (wood or laminate) flooring can lead the restoration company to tear up and replace a
large area.
At Central Park, we have chosen a ‘ballasted’ system – it uses weighted Eco-Foot2+ support brackets which sit on top of
the roof surface with no penetrations, reducing concerns of the owners about roof leaks. Although these systems are
common in California, ours is one of the first few in BC.
When the roof surface is replaced, the panels will have to be disconnected, moved aside, replaced onto the new roof
and reconnected. This would probably take about two-four days, and require a certified electrician to supervise it.
Roof Strength
Your roof must be strong enough to hold the solar panels and whatever holds them up (or down) to the roof. You should
procure a Certified Professional Structural Engineer’s Opinion that this is the case before installing them. See the
Appendix on Structural Engineering for more information.
Maintenance
 A PV system has no moving parts. Once it is set up, it will need virtually no maintenance except occasional
cleaning of the panels and visual inspection of the inverter and components. It should also have an Internet
connection available for ongoing remote monitoring.
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The National Renewable Energy Lab of the US Government (which supplies the ‘pvwatts’ calculator) published a
big document of ‘Best Practices in PV System Operation and Maintenance’ in March 2015 at
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/63235.pdf This may be useful for skeptical owners.

Service life and warranties
 Solar PV panels are typically warranted for 25 years, but can last much longer – the world’s first solar panel is
famously still working after 60 years. They typically lose a small percentage of their efficiency (power output)
over time. Some panel warranties specify a maximum rate of power loss. Newer panels promise a slower rate of
power loss.
 The NREL Best Practices document (above) states that “While involving a lot of variability before the year 2000,
degradation rates are more uniform now among types and manufactures and often on the order of 0.5% per
year (Jordan and Kurtz 2012). This is not to be confused with the failure rate of modules. PV module failures are
rare, with reported failure rate of 0.025% per year to 0.1% per year (Dhere 2005)”.
 The EcoFoot mounts have a 25 year warranty. Only sunlight would damage them.
 The wiring and connectors are similar to all of the other wiring in the building, so should last for many decades.
 Check the warranties on your other components, and the approximate cost of replacing them. In our case, the
only really important one is the Inverter, which has a ten year warranty, and cost about five thousand dollars – a
small amount in the context of the total installation, but the replacement cost could be equal to a couple of
years of power output.
How much power ?
Electricity is measured two ways:
1. Watts/Kilowatts: How much power is flowing at an instant in time ? Solar panels are rated in watts – how much
power can they generate in full sun ?
2. Kilowatt-hours: How much electricity is generated over time ? A thousand watts (one kilowatt) for one hour is
one kilowatt-hour (kwh).
A typical silicon-based solar panel is about 1 metre by 1.6 metres and generates about 250 watts in full sun. So how
many kilowatt-hours will it generate in a year, given that the sky is often dark or cloudy ? Because the weather varies
from year to year, there cannot be an exact prediction, but there are estimates:
1. Dave Eggles of HES-PV uses 1,100 as a round number for simple calculations: One kilowatt of panels (typically
four) exposed to full sun will generate about 1,100 kwh of electricity in a typical year almost anywhere in BC.
2. The online pvwatts solar calculator from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, an agency of the US
Government at http://pvwatts.nrel.gov It asks for your location (can be in Canada) and lots of other
parameters and generates a month-by-month estimate of the electricity a system will likely generate.
3. Talk to a solar installer about a similar system (panel angle, sun exposure, climate). Look at the recorded output
from the system over a full year or two and adjust it for the number of panels you plan.
Panel Angle
Solar panels are typically mounted on a sloped roof surface, or bolted to ‘racks’ that set them on a steep angle. Often
the angle matches the latitude (49 degrees in Victoria) so that the sun, on average through the year, hits the panels
square on, generating the max possible power.
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Our system is not like this. With the ballasted feet, the panels sit low to the roof at only a 10 degree angle. They are not
as efficient per panel, but they are simpler and cheaper to install, so we have more panels. In Victoria, there is a lot more
clear sky in summer when the sun is higher (49+23 = 72 degrees above the horizon at noon on June 21) and less when
the sun is low in the sky, so that partially compensates for the difference.
According to the pvwatts calculator, a change from 10 degrees to 45 degrees would add about 9% more annual
electricity in Victoria. It’s easy to test different tilt angles with pvwatts.
Electricity Costs in BC
Electricity prices in BC are among the lowest in North America, but will rise 28% from 2014 through 2018. In 2013, the
BC Government predicted increases of 2.5% per year from 2019 to 2024. New sources of electricity in BC will be much
more expensive than the big old dams built in the 1960s and 1970s. We assumed a conservative continuing increase of
2% per year after 2019. More here: http://www.timescolonist.com/news/local/b-c-hydro-rates-to-increase-28-per-centover-five-years-up-300-annually-on-average-bill-1.710516
There are several ‘rates’ which BC Hydro can charge a strata, depending on how it is connected to the grid, and how
much electricity it uses each year. Many smaller stratas are subject to the Two Step Residential Conservation rate (1101
or 1111, I don’t understand the difference) which also applies to most personal residences, and to the individual units in
a strata. Step 1 applies a lower rate for a small amount of electricity each two month period, and Step 2 applies a higher
rate for the balance.
As of April 1, 2015 the first 1,350 kwh in a 60 day period is billed at the Step 1 rate of $0.088/kwh ($0.0797 + 5% rate
rider + 5% GST, compounded). All further electricity is billed at the Step 2 rate of $0.1317/kwh ($0.1195 + 5% rate rider +
5% GST, compounded). BC Hydro has announced rate increases of 4% on April 1, 2016, 3.5% in 2017 and 3.0% in 2018.
That 1,350 kwh/60 days is a pretty small amount – it provides an incentive to save for an individual apartment, but the
common areas of a larger building burn through 1,350 kwh pretty quickly. Ours was using about 100 kwh/day, so we
used the 1,350 kwh of Step 1 power in the first two weeks of a 60 day billing period.
Larger buildings, which use more power and/or have their own transformers, get lower rates (called ‘Small General
Service’ , or ‘Medium General Service’) – as low as $0.07/kwh. Get a copy of a BC Hydro statement, and/or call BC Hydro
customer service to make sure you know what rate your building is paying.
Net Metering & Warning
Once your panels are connected up, any power that they generate is pushed into the grid, and the meter ‘runs
backwards’, reducing your electrical costs by reducing the number of kilowatt-hours you need to buy from BC Hydro.
There are no batteries. The ‘first’ kilowatt-hours reduce the number of expensive ‘Step 2’ kilowatt-hours you need to
purchase, giving the greatest return ($0.1317/kwh). If your system is so large that you return all of the ‘Step 2’ kilowatthours, and you start reducing your cheaper ‘Step 1’ kilowatt-hours, you will only be saving $0.088/kwh, which is a lower
reward. If the system generates more power than you use in a two-month period, BC Hydro only pays about $0.10/kwh
for ‘extra’ power.
So if your main goal is to save electricity costs at the highest Return On Investment, do the calculations carefully so that
you’re only reducing the amount of ‘Step 2’ power you purchase.
BC Hydro
According to our electrical contractor, BC Hydro’s Net Metering program is awesome – one of the best in Canada. They
have worked out an application process that is very simple and straightforward, and have a specialist to facilitate the
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process net.metering@bchydro.com The technical requirements are sensible and practical. The smart meter on every
account makes it easy to calculate electricity generated.
Get it Inspected and Approved Soon !
This is a bit complicated. From the moment your solar panels and inverter are turned on, any power going into the
electrical panel will reduce how much you use from BC Hydro. However, in the middle of the sunniest days, they will
likely generate more electricity than your common areas are using during those hours. This ‘backwards’ electricity is
meant to be deducted from your next BC Hydro bill. However, the ‘backwards’ electricity will only be credited after your
electrician has sent certification of a final electrical inspection to BC Hydro. In our case, that took a couple of months due
to various delays, and so we didn’t get credit for the extra electricity we generated during the best period of the year.
Internet connection
Although it’s not absolutely necessary, the Inverter should be connected to the Internet so that it can be checked
remotely, can send a notice when It malfunctions, and can report power generated. I checked with Telus and Shaw, and
a dedicated connection for the strata would be about $70/month - about a third of what we are saving in electricity,
even though the amount of data is trivial. So we’re using the Wi-Fi connection from a suite close to the electrical room,
with the owner’s permission and wireless password. It connects to a Wi-Fi antenna on the side of the inverter, which has
a ‘Data Manager’ module which connects to the Internet like a small computer.
Our biggest technical challenge of the whole job was to get a Wi-Fi signal inside the electrical room, which is full of steel
and wires that disrupt Wi-Fi transmission. To solve this, our electrician made up a Wi-Fi ‘extension’ cable that ran
through a hole in the wall, so we could move the inverter antenna to a utility room. That gave us a much better
connection to the Wi-Fi signal in the suite and it appears to be working well.
Another way to do this would be to run an actual Internet (CAT 5) cable from the inverter to the router in the suite, but
that would have been difficult with our layout. Another suggested option (we didn’t try it) is ‘powerline Ethernet’ that
would carry a data signal between an electrical plug in the electrical room and an electrical plug in the suite.
Stratas and Contractors
Many contractors are wary of doing much work on an estimate for a strata, because so many projects don’t proceed.
They don’t want to put a lot of effort into a detailed proposal which will just disappear. Therefore, I recommend doing
this in two stages:
1. Do a ‘back of the envelope’ calculation and proposal to gauge interest from the owners and council. If the
interest is real, have council pass a resolution that they want to investigate. If you can’t get that far, you have to
keep trying, or quit. This is a political process, so you have to be sensitive and keep answering questions. You
should believe that it has a good chance of being accepted at this stage to proceed to:
2. Get a real fixed-price quote from a supplier, firm numbers for everything, and start working towards Council
support and a vote by the owners at a General Meeting.
I’ve summarised the information for these two stages in Appendix A: ‘Questions you need to answer’.
Payback
The first question you will often be asked is ‘how long is the payback?’ meaning ‘How long will it take to make back the
cost of the system ?’. My rhetorical response is usually “If I buy a Lexus instead of a Camry, or donate to Oxfam, how
long is the payback?” Sometimes we do things just because we think they are important, and not to get our money back.
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Or “If we redecorate the lobby, how long is the payback?” This approach is to consider the panels an investment which
adds value to the building, just like redecorating the lobby. We don’t ever expect to get that money back, but it has an
intangible return. We don’t expect to sell the solar panels, but they will stay on the building and continue to run for
decades.
The approach I used was ‘return on investment’ or ROI – how much will we save each year, as a percentage of the initial
investment ? In our case, it worked out to 4.6% in the first year, increasing with BC Hydro rates, and decreasing a bit as
the panels age.
Our owners seemed confident that the total cost of the system – under $1,000 per unit - would be an investment that
would make each unit worth at least $1,000 more, or make it easier to sell in future. I solicited a written opinion from an
experienced Realtor familiar with our building who opined that
“…the effect on a potential buyer would be a positive one in that this is a progressive and innovative stratum
that is obviously being proactive in its responsibilities as custodians of their building.
I am also of the opinion that once potential buyers and their banks for financing became aware of this approach
to managing the costs it would have a further positive effect on sales….”
Ultimately, if the building were to be demolished in 20 years, the panels would still have a value.
Depreciation Report
If your owners are worried about having to pay a big special assessment for replacing windows, balconies, the elevator,
or some other significant and uncertain cost, they are probably going to resist an optional long term investment like
solar power.
Our building is in good shape, and our depreciation report lays out a clear path to the future without big expenses.
This is another aspect that favours low wood buildings - repairs are far cheaper than on tall concrete buildings with
underground parking, so they are less likely to have huge assessments ahead.
Insurance
I checked with our building insurance agent, who checked with the insurance company, as to whether the system would
affect our insurability. He said that they considered it the same as any other added equipment like an air conditioner. It
would add some value to the building, and the insurance rate might increase due to that (like any upgrades), but that it
was not seen as adding any risk to the building.
He was ambiguous as to whether we could claim against our insurance if a failure in the system led to a loss of income
from not generating power for a period of time. I consider that a very low risk.
Electrical Room Temperature
Our 11.4kw inverter generates a fair amount of heat when the panels are making lots of power. It is warm to the touch,
and the little ventilation fans on the side push out air at 50°-55°C. Because max power production coincides with the
hottest days, we will have to install a small heat-activated ventilation fan to blow air into or out of the electrical room.
Cleaning
There is no special treatment required – the top surface of the panels is just tempered glass like a patio door or flat
skylight. Modern panels have a type of glass which sheds dust in rainfall. We have a few skylights in our roof, and the
window cleaners wash them annually, so they could have cleaned the panels also.
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After almost a year, I decided that it was time because of a layer of grit along the bottom centimetre of each panel. I
filled a bucket with water and a bit of dish soap, and used a small nylon floor broom to scrub / rinse the bottom edges. It
took a bit over half an hour to do all of the panels.
Cooling
Some of the top floor apartments along our south side get uncomfortably warm on the hottest days of summer. It
worked out that the best area for the panels is above them, which will reduce the sunlight and heat on their roof. That
may reduce the heat gain and make them a bit more comfortable. Of course, we should probably be putting more
insulation in the roof, but that’s difficult in this type of building.
Snow, Hail…
Yes, I checked out everything I could find. The panels are rated to take hailstones up to 1 inch in diameter, hurricane
winds, and more snow than we get in Victoria. Snow will just sit on the panels until it melts.
Birds
Will birds nest under the panels and create a big mess ? Good question. We didn’t think of that and no-one mentioned
it. The panels were installed at the end of May - in a year when the summer is here about a month early – so there won’t
be any nesters around until 2016.
There are not a lot of access points for birds to get under the panels - the wind deflectors provide a ‘wall’ along the
north sides of all of the panels, and the panels are within about 5 cm of the roof surface on the south sides, but there
are triangular gaps at the east and west ends. Depends on the size of the birds. As of fall 2016, after the panels had been
in place for more than a year, there was no sign of nesting birds or animals.
Roofing temperature
Our roof has torch-on rolled roofing with surface granules. One question was whether these panels would affect the
expected lifetime of this material. On July 11, 2015 at 2:00 PM on a fairly hot day while the system was generating over
10 kw, I went to the roof to check the effects of the panels on the temperature of the roof surface. Using a Mastercraft
heat sensor ‘gun’, I took the readings in this table:
This showed that the panels do not trap heat, they
provide a shading effect cooling the roof surface. If
anything, this should extend the life of the roof
surface, although of course only under the actual
area of the panels.

Reading
Ambient air temperature
Existing open roof surface in full sun
Top surface of the panels
Roof surface under the panels
The top concrete pad in a ballast stack
The bottom concrete pad in a ballast stack

Temperature (°C)
about 27
about 62
about 50
about 38
43
38

Building lifetime
Why put a long term asset on a 38 year old building ? How long will the building last ? We didn’t have a discussion about
that, or the value of the system components in a future decommissioning. Although there is a process to dissolve a
strata and redevelop the land, that has never been seriously discussed by our owners. Our Depreciation Report plans
maintenance for 30 years, so the building will clearly last at least that long.

Politics
I see politics as the process and art of finding consensus among a group of people and persuading them to act on it. For
an optional proposal like this, each owner must have reasons to do it, and not have any serious concerns about it. This
includes the general financial state of the strata – if there will be a huge assessment for an elevator rebuild or a new roof
next year, or if fees need to rise for something else, that will affect how people think about an optional project like solar
panels.
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The testing ground could be either a group of interested owners, or the strata council. Use them as a sounding board
and a source of questions and concerns. If you can’t answer them there, you aren’t likely to get approval from ¾ of the
owners.
At Central Park, we had two Information Sessions, where anyone could drop in to learn, ask questions, and give their
opinions. It was important to state that no decisions would be made at these sessions, so that people could feel more
relaxed. However, most of the people attending the meeting were already supportive and came due to their interest.
After that, the Strata Council agreed (unanimously in our case) to present the proposal to the owners at our Annual
General Meeting. The Council is there to represent the owners, and they had to agree that it was a good idea. Our strata
Property Manager was very supportive, and that was critical, especially at the AGM. Owners who are not deeply
involved with the strata look to the Property Manager to provide impartial guidance.
A big challenge with a strata is that people who really don’t like the proposal will probably not come to an information
session, they will just show up at the General Meeting - or worse, send a proxy - to vote ‘no’. This is why it’s important to
get out the vote of people who want to support it, and also to reach as many owners as possible in the laundry, lobby,
and parking lot to answer their concerns and get a feel of the general consensus.
General Meeting
There are many legal details about presenting a proposal like this at a General Meeting of the owners – several weeks
notice, restrictions on how it can be amended, proxies, etc. That’s out of scope of this document.
Because it would be an optional expenditure of funds, the BC Strata Act requires that ¾ of the owners (or proxies)
present must vote ‘yes’.
It’s really important to have a thorough presentation for the meeting. Don’t assume any knowledge of this technology.
Answer all of the concerns you have heard during the lead-up, and any you hear in the room. But be optimistic and show
how going solar is forward-looking and could increase the value of the building.
See the PowerPoint presentation I gave our owners in 2015, in case it may be applicable.
Monitoring
I think it’s really important to show residents how much power the panels are generating. The Inverter manufacturers
have Web interfaces to show it, and we have set up a small screen in the lobby, with a computer and a Web browser to
show how much they are generating right now, how much today, this week, etc. We are using the Fronius website:
https://solartv.solarweb.com/ (requires login for our system)
Anyone can see the output from our system at:

http://bit.ly/central-park-pv

Bruce Mackenzie
Strata President, Central Park, 909 Pembroke St., Victoria
Bruce.Mackenzie@shaw.ca
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Appendix A – Questions you need to answer
Question
1. What rate(s) (per kwh) are you paying for power in
the common areas ?
2. How much power does your building use in the
common areas ? What does it cost annually ?
3. How much room do you have on your roof for solar
panels in full sun ?

4. What is a reasonable budget number for each unit i.e. how much do you think each owner wants to
afford ?
5. How would you pay for it – by a special assessment, or
by withdrawing from and paying back to the strata
Contingency Reserve Fund ? Repay over what time
period ?
6. What size of system makes sense technically ?

First approximation for discussion
BC Hydro statements, BC Hydro customer
support
Monthly strata financial reports, BC Hydro
statements or MyHydro website
Take a walk around the roof, measure it from an
air photo, blueprints or with a tape measure. Is
there any chance a taller building or trees will
appear to the south ?
Pick a number, based on what you know of the
owners.

Ask people in the hallways, in the
information sessions, ask the council

Pick a round number – 10kw, 15kw, 20kw.

Discussion with the contractor –
depends on available sizes of
inverters, wire sizes, electrical room
capacity, etc.
Average of 1,100, pvwatts, similar
nearby systems,
Same, based on more accurate
electricity generation estimates. If
owner feedback suggests more panels,
go for it!

8. How much would that reduce your total annual
electric bill ? How much would that reduce the
common area costs per unit per year ?

Electricity rates and consumption from BC Hydro
statements. Make sure the system is small
enough that it only reduces your highest cost
power, and doesn’t sell extra power back to BC
Hydro at a lower rate.
Ask a contractor for a ball-park cost per watt, or
pick a round number – maybe $3.25 / watt + 5%
GST in 2015.
Calculate from the numbers you have
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BC Hydro statements (paper or
online), MyHydro website
Discuss with the contractor, measure
it carefully, note all obstructions like
vents, skylights and hatches.

Discuss with council, owners, try to
find a consensus on one

Base on 1,100 kwh/year/kw of panels,

10. What’s the return on investment (i.e. $$ saved per

same

Pick two or three options.

7. How much electricity could it generate (per year) ?

9. How much will the system cost ?

Final information for vote

10

Get a firm quote.

Calculate from the numbers you have

year / cost of system) ?
11. What is the exact cost for each unit (lump sum or per
month) ?

12. Is the roof strong enough ?

Based on estimated cost and unit areas. Use the
same proportions as the monthly strata fees to
find the ratio of smallest to largest.
Find the building design blueprints.
If the roof is 2” x 10” joists, it’s probably strong
enough. If not, it’s a guess at this stage.

I have created a template spreadsheet to accompany this document as an example. It assumes some Excel skills.
Here’s a simple example:
System Type
10 Kilowatt
PV
20 Kilowatt
PV
20 panel
Solar Hot
Water

Total install
cost
$31,500

Average install cost per
unit
$500

Forecast Energy Savings
per unit in 2015
$23

Forecast Energy Savings
per unit in 2030
$32

$60,000

$950

$46

$65

$80,900

$1280

$44

$??
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Based on firm quote, and unit area.
Get the table from the property
manager to calculate it exactly, or
have them do it.
Get an opinion from a structural
engineer, which will cost, based on an
actual design and proposal. We paid
under $1,000.

Appendix B – How do these things work anyway ?
First, our PV system has no batteries – all of the power it generates goes into the building’s electrical wiring.
The panels on the roof convert sunlight into variable voltage Direct Current (DC) power – about 40 volts from each panel
at maximum sunlight, zero volts in the dark, and anything in between. Each panel has a plus and minus wire coming off
it, with quick-connectors on the ends. The electrician wires them in ‘strings’ in series – commonly 10 or 12, for up to 450
or so volts per string.
This is very dangerous current, so the electricians are very careful with it, and there are disconnect ‘lock-out’ switches on
the wall for maintenance.
The power from the strings of panels is connected down the wall to an Inverter in the electrical room, which converts it
to 60 Hz Alternating Current (AC), at 208 volts or 240 volts exactly synchronised to match the building power. The output
from the inverter simply connects into regular circuit breakers in a regular electrical panel, just as if the electricians had
installed a new circuit for a baseboard heater or lights.
The Inverter is a very high-tech piece of hardware, which does a lot of other things while it converts DC to AC:





It constantly monitors the regular power in the building, so that if the power in the building stops or varies
outside normal parameters, it shuts down and disconnects the solar panels. This is so that a BC Hydro linesman
won’t get electrocuted by power coming from our panels when he’s trying to reconnect downed power lines out
on the street.
It calculates the amount of power from the panels, and shows it on a display
It communicates what it’s doing through the Internet so that its status can be checked remotely.

Power coming from the inverter first reduces the amount coming through the common area electric meter. If there is
more power coming from the inverter than is used in the common areas, the power meter starts counting down. But the
‘extra’ power probably doesn’t go out to the street – it gets mixed in with power from the grid and goes into the suites.
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Appendix C – Just the Facts
This section lists what we have and who helped.

AGM Vote
2011 Solar Hot Water Proposal

60 - 245 watt Hanwha Q-Cell, each approx. 1 x 1.6m, 18 kg, lifted to the roof by
a construction crane.
Wired as 5 x 12 panel series circuits, with one armoured cable leading to the
electrical room
Ecolibrium EcoFoot2+ recycled plastic ballasted mounts
Galvanised steel wind deflector on every panel
704 - 12” x 8” by 1.5” x 7.5 kg concrete patio stones, lifted up the roof hatch.
Fronius 11.4kw 208/240V 3-phase
Predicted by pvwatts.nrel.gov: 16,372 kWh/year. Actual 2015/16: 17,683 kWh
Michael Geldreich, Power to the People Electrical Services
Home Energy Systems HES-PV, from their Victoria office (Ed Knaggs)
Paul Merrien, Proline Management Ltd., Victoria
Herold Engineering Victoria Office
PV1-2012 'Structural Seismic Requirements and Commentary for Rooftop Solar
Photovoltaic Arrays', Structural Engineers Association of California, purchased
for US$20.
$43,350 + GST for the system + $754 standard fee for electrical permit + just
under $400 for structural engineering analysis
18-6, including about six proxies. February 26, 2015
Rob Barry, Island Energy, View Royal

2014 Solar Hot Water Proposal

Scott Graham, Renew Energy, Vancouver

Solar Panels

Roof mounts
Ballast
Inverter
Electricity production
Electrician
Solar components supplier
Strata Property Manager
Structural Engineers
Seismic standard

System Cost
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Appendix D – Structural Engineering
There are three important aspects of the structural strength:
1. Is the roof strong enough to handle the 'static load' - the weight of the equipment just sitting there, in
combination with possible snow, rain and people walking around ?
2. Will the equipment resist 'wind uplift' - will it stay in place in a windstorm ?
3. Will the equipment withstand 'seismic acceleration' - in an earthquake, will it slide around and damage other
stuff up there, or will it fall off and hurt someone on the ground ?
The standard practice is to ask a registered Professional Engineer licensed to practice in BC to answer these questions.
We did so, and received their answer.
1. Static load
As mentioned above, at Central Park we installed a ‘ballasted’ system, which just sits on top of the existing torch-on
roof, with no holes drilled. But that needs all of those bricks you see in the photo hold down the brackets so the panels
don’t blow away in the wind. They weigh quite a bit – about 6 tonnes for our whole system - but that weight is spread
out over a large area, so it’s only about 7 pounds per square foot. Your roof must be strong enough to hold them.
After the big snow storm in 1996, the City of Victoria increased its design snow load to 44 pounds per square foot (2.1
kPa). So if your roof isn’t strong enough to hold that plus the weight of the PV system, you can’t do it this way.
Our building is from 1977, when it was still standard practice to build floors and roofs from dimensional lumber - i.e.
boards cut from trees and nailed into place. Our roof is made of nominal 2" x 10" boards that were installed at 16"
intervals - very common for that time period. It has 2” x 8” boards overlaid above them ‘on edge’, which are taper-cut to
provide slope to drain the roof surface. There is ½” plywood on top of them, and hot-applied roll roofing on top.
Our engineer did the calculations and has certified that our 2 x 10s are stronger than they need to be just to hold up the
roof itself and snow, so there is enough extra strength to hold the solar panels, mounting brackets, and ballast.
The calculations are backed up by our experience up there – three men can stand close together and have a
conversation without falling through the roof. If we’re all 180 pounds, and standing in a 3’ x 3’ area, that’s 180*3/9 or 60
pounds per square foot.
A building technologist suggested to me that roofs on newer buildings - made with ‘H’ shaped plywood joists or trusses –
have enough extra strength that they would support the weight of solar panels. But of course you need a professional
opinion.
2. Wind uplift
Our proposed system only has the PV panels at a 10 degree angle. This is 'flatter' than most PV systems at our latitude
(distance from the equator). The 10 degree angle makes it simpler to install, and it catches the wind less because all the
pieces are closer to the roof.
The suppliers of our equipment provided a report on wind tunnel testing of their type of system and its mounting
brackets. Our engineer is satisfied that our proposal will 'resist wind uplift' - safely stay in place on the roof - even in the
maximum winds expected here in Victoria.
3. Seismic acceleration
The installation proposed for Central Park is 'ballasted' - the equipment just sits there, with weights to hold it down. This
means that we don't have to drill any holes through the roof, which can be a source of worry in multi-storey buildings.
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Ballasted systems are common in California, but not so much in BC. In fact, ours may be the first ballasted PV system in
BC.
Until recently, building codes did not allow equipment to just sit on the roof, especially for calculating seismic
acceleration. But in California, there have been so many installations of ballast mounted PV systems that the Structural
Engineers Association of California struck a special 'Solar Photovoltaic Systems Committee', a subcommittee of the
SEAOC Wind Committee, to determine how they could be safe without doing the same expensive testing over and over
for each individual system. The results were two technical documents:
PV1-2012 'Structural Seismic Requirements and Commentary for Rooftop Solar Photovoltaic Arrays'
PV2-2012 'Wind Design for Low-Profile Solar Photovoltaic Arrays on Flat Roofs'
These reports give detailed guidelines and calculations for safely designing ballast mounted PV systems on flat roofs.
Earthquake risk in California is similar to BC, and our engineers determined that our system meets the PV1-2012 seismic
guidelines.
Angled Panels
PV panels which are set up to a normal angle and bolted to the roof need the same kind of calculation for static load, but
the wind uplift and seismic calculations would be quite different.
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Appendix E - My Hydro website
The ‘My Hydro’ function on the BC Hydro website at www.bchydro.com provides excellent views to analyze your power
usage. This info is extremely valuable for diagnosing power use. BC Hydro customers are paying off the $930,000,000 to
implement smart meters everywhere in BC, and this is one of the ways we can use them now. The examples below are
from Central Park Strata

Here’s a chart showing the extra consumption from the fans and dehumidifiers running after our flood on
Labour Day 2014:

Here’s a chart showing typical hourly profile in the summer when we’re not heating, showing the electricity
used by our exterior lights:

Other views indicate how much we’re heating in winter.
Granting Access to Strata Consumption

To give access to this data, the Property Manage can go to ‘Account Settings’ in the top right, and select
‘Account Access’ :
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Then, ‘Share account access’:

Click ‘Share account’ and this pops up:

Fill in one or more e-mail addresses (Add to list for more than one), and click ‘Send Invitation(s)’. The recipient
will get an e-mail with a link to a MyHydro login. The person receiving it will have to know the last billing date,
and amount on the last invoice to continue, and then they can view it with their home MyHydro account. My
personal MyHydro screen now looks like this:
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Appendix F – Solar Hot Water
I was personally disappointed that we did not get farther with heating our hot water from the sun. Our building would
be a great candidate with a single boiler producing all hot water in the building for suites and laundry, and lots more
unshaded flat roof. However, even with the 25% CRD subsidy, I didn’t feel that I could make a good business case.
How it pays back
The heat coming from a Solar Hot Water system pre-heats water going into your natural gas boiler,
Financial
reducing the amount of gas you need to purchase from FortisBC.
Natural gas is a fossil fuel, so a SHW system directly reduces carbon pollution from burning the gas.
Carbon
Pollution

System Sizing
We considered a SHW system with 20 collector panels, which would
generate about 170 GJ (Gigajoules) of heat energy per year.
A Solar Hot Water system needs backup hot water storage tanks (in the
boiler room) so that heat captured during the day can be used in the
evening or in the morning. Once this is up to temperature, there is no
way to use any extra heat. It’s also harder to measure how much water
we use and when, as there is no ‘smart meter’ on the gas line to show
patterns of use. I considered recording the sound from the gas burner
for a couple of days and analysing that, and there are electrical
devices which could be used to ‘log’ when the burner is running, but I
never did either. I didn’t feel confident about how much gas we could save.

Solar Hot Water Panels

Compared with PV
In contrast, a net metered PV system will always accept every bit of electricity at any time and use it somewhere. This
made PV capacity planning simpler.
Gas Costs in BC
Natural gas prices have fallen in the last few years as the fracking boom has created huge supplies, and North America
has very little capacity to export natural gas overseas. If BC is successful in creating Liquefied Natural Gas terminals – a
high priority of our current Premier – this may gradually increase prices.
Up to January 2015, the price of natural gas on Vancouver Island was about 30% higher than most of BC. There is now
one price for almost all of BC, so that lowered our costs substantially.
Government grants
As of mid-2015, there are no grants or subsidies available for solar systems in BC. The Capital Regional District had a 25%
grant available for solar hot water systems which ended March 31, 2015.
SHW only requires a plumbing permit, unless there are changes to the buildings’ structure. Solar systems are exempt
from 7% Provincial Sales Tax (PST). They are subject to federal 5% GST.
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Maintenance & Service Life
Solar Hot Water panels last for decades unless coolant freezes in the outdoor panels or piping or overheated water or
coolant boils in the panels. The circulation pump would need to be checked and replaced periodically. They would be
located in or controlled from the boiler room.
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